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Abstract
Previous sarcasm generation research has fo-001
cused on how to generate text that people per-002
ceive as sarcastic to create more human-like003
interactions. In this paper, we argue that we004
should first turn our attention to the question005
of when sarcasm should be generated, finding006
that humans consider sarcastic responses inap-007
propriate to many input utterances. Next, we008
use a theory-driven framework for generating009
sarcastic responses, which allows us to con-010
trol the linguistic devices included during gen-011
eration. For each device, we investigate how012
much humans associate it with sarcasm, find-013
ing that pragmatic insincerity and emotional014
markers are devices crucial for making sar-015
casm recognisable.016

1 Introduction017

The prevalence of sarcasm on the social web (Kho-018

dak et al., 2018; Sykora et al., 2020) has motivated019

computational investigations across the NLP com-020

munity. Most focus on textual sarcasm detection,021

the task of classifying whether or not a given text is022

sarcastic (Riloff et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2016; Wal-023

lace et al., 2015; Rajadesingan et al., 2015; Bam-024

man and Smith, 2015; Amir et al., 2016; Hazarika025

et al., 2018; Oprea and Magdy, 2019).026

A recent research direction considers sarcasm027

generation. Approaches to sarcasm generation in-028

troduced so far (Joshi et al., 2015; Mishra et al.,029

2019; Chakrabarty et al., 2020) are mainly moti-030

vated by the potential to create more approachable,031

human-like conversational agents, considering that032

sarcasm is a natural part of human discourse. We033

suggest reconsidering this motivation, as a commu-034

nity, for two reasons.035

First, in human discourse, sarcasm is not a036

communicative goal in itself. Rather, it can be037

used to achieve a wide variety of goals. Some038

of these goals, such as to diminish the impact of039

criticism (Dews and Winner, 1995), to create hu-040

mour (Kreuz et al., 1991; Colston and O’Brien,041

2000b,a), to praise (Bruntsch and Ruch, 2017), or 042

to strengthen relationships (Jorgensen, 1996; Pex- 043

man and Zvaigzne, 2004), might be desirable in 044

human-machine interactions as well. However, 045

other goals, such as criticising, mocking, or ex- 046

pressing dissociation, often with surface contempt 047

or derogation (Wilson, 2006), might not be desir- 048

able in human-machine interactions. 049

Second, the communicative goals mentioned 050

above were observed in human interactions. Even 051

when a machine seeks potentially desirable goals, 052

it is unclear whether sarcastic utterances have the 053

same effect on humans when coming from ma- 054

chines. 055

Therefore, we suggest it is imperative, not least 056

from an ethical perspective, to consider the follow- 057

ing research questions: 058

1. RQ1. When should a bot be sarcastic? 059

(a) When do humans consider sarcasm ap- 060

propriate? 061

(b) When do humans prefer sarcasm, over 062

non-sarcasm? 063

2. RQ2. How should a bot formulate sarcasm? 064

(a) What linguistic devices do humans as- 065

sociate with sarcasm? 066

(b) What sarcasm flavour do they prefer? 067

Here, by flavour, we mean a specific conjunction 068

of linguistic devices that humans may associate 069

with sarcasm, such as intensifiers and emotional 070

markers, as introduced in Section 3, and expanded 071

upon in Section 4. 072

To address our research questions, we suggest 073

the following approach. First, given a set of in- 074

put utterances, generate several sarcastic responses. 075

Each response should be of a specific sarcasm 076

flavour, i.e. should display a specific conjunction of 077

linguistic devices. Next, create a survey that asks 078

human participants: to indicate how appropriate it 079

was to respond sarcastically to the input; to select 080

their preferred response; and to rate the sarcastic- 081
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ness of each response, investigating whether they082

associate the linguistic devices in the response with083

sarcasm.084

To achieve this, we require a sarcastic response085

generator that provides control over the linguistic086

devices used. Previous generators rely on variants087

of the traditional theory of sarcasm, which claims088

that the intended meaning concealed by sarcasm089

is the opposite of the literal meaning. However,090

this theory provides a grounding that is neither091

necessary, nor sufficient, for sarcasm to occur, as092

discussed in Section 3. To overcome this limita-093

tion, we first select a formal theory that, from a094

linguistic-theoretical perspective, specifies devices095

whose presence is both necessary and sufficient096

to unambiguously differentiate sarcasm from non-097

sarcasm. These are allusion to a failed expecta-098

tion, pragmatic insincerity, and emotional markers.099

Grounded on this theory, we propose Chandler,1 a100

modular sarcastic response generation framework.101

The role of Chandler is to generate sarcasm of dif-102

ferent flavours and allow control over the flavour103

used, rather than to necessarily generate the most104

sarcastic responses possible. We also compare105

Chandler’s outputs to those of previously proposed106

generators to examine participant preferences to-107

ward an even greater range of sarcasm flavours.108

Our results indicate that people find sarcastic109

responses inappropriate for most input utterances.110

When sarcasm was considered appropriate, the in-111

puts commonly had a positive sentiment, and of-112

ten had elements of humour. Further, even when113

considered appropriate, people still did not usu-114

ally prefer sarcastic responses over non-sarcastic115

ones. Sarcasm was typically preferred when it was116

also considered funny and not too specific. Finally,117

we identified pragmatic insincerity and emotional118

markers (cf. Section 3) as crucial linguistic devices119

to include in generating recognizable sarcasm.120

We summarise our contributions as follows.121

First, our approach allows us to understand peo-122

ple’s preferences about when sarcasm should be123

used, and how it should be formulated. Using this124

information, we provide guidelines for future work125

in sarcasm generation. Second, observing people’s126

preferences also allows us to quantitatively evalu-127

ate the practical advantages of the formal linguistic128

theory that grounds Chandler.129

1Inspired by the popular TV sitcom.

2 Related Work 130

The earliest work on sarcasm generation is that of 131

Joshi et al. (2015), who introduce SarcasmBot, a 132

sarcastic response generation system. SarcasmBot 133

uses one of eight possible generators, each contain- 134

ing a set of predefined patterns, one of which is 135

instantiated as the response. The generators do not 136

in fact account for the meaning of the input, rather, 137

they only focus on aspects such as the overall sen- 138

timent or presence of swear words. Further, in our 139

experiments, we noticed that most of the time a fall- 140

back generator was employed, returning the simple 141

concatenation of a random positive phrase to a ran- 142

dom negative one, from a set of predefined phrases 143

that have no specific connection to the input. 144

Mishra et al. (2019) suggest a sarcastic para- 145

phrase generator. They assume that the input is 146

always of negative polarity, and suggest an unsu- 147

pervised pipeline of four modules to convert such 148

an input u(−) to a sarcastic version. In the Senti- 149

ment Neutralisation module, they filter out negative 150

sentiment words from u(−) to produce u(0). In the 151

Positive Sentiment Induction module, they modify 152

u(0) to convey positive sentiment, producing u(+). 153

Next, in the Negative Situation Retrieval module, 154

they mine a phrase v(−) that expresses a negative 155

situation. v(−) is selected from a set of predefined 156

phrases, based on the similarity to the original input. 157

Finally, the Sarcasm Synthesis module constructs 158

the sarcastic paraphrase from u(+) and v(−). 159

Chakrabarty et al. (2020) suggest a similar 160

pipeline. Their R3 system first employs a Reversal 161

of Valence module, which replaces input words of 162

negative valence with their lexical antonyms using 163

WordNet (Miller, 1995) to produce u(+). Next, it 164

builds an utterance v that is incongruous to u(+), 165

and generates sarcasm from u(+) and v. 166

Previous generators share a limitation that make 167

them unfit for our purposes. Mainly, relying on 168

the traditional theory, they identify sarcasm with 169

linguistic incongruity. Thus, they only provide 170

this single device for investigation, device that is 171

not sufficient for sarcasm to occur, as discussed in 172

Section 3. A further limitation, shared by Mishra 173

et al. (2019) and Chakrabarty et al. (2020), is that 174

their generators only work with input utterances 175

of negative sentiment. However, as discussed ear- 176

lier, sarcastic communication can have many goals, 177

including to praise, or to strengthen friendships. 178
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3 Linguistic Grounding179

Previous Theories In the traditional theories, sar-180

casm is created by literally saying one thing but181

figuratively meaning, or conversationally implicat-182

ing (Grice, 1975), the opposite. However, such183

incongruity is not necessary for sarcasm. To see184

this, consider sarcastic understatements such as185

saying “This was not the best movie ever” to mean186

the movie was bad. It is also not sufficient. For in-187

stance, it also occurs in the construction of certain188

stylistic devices, such as metaphors, e.g. “Time189

is money”. Further theories have been suggested190

to address these limitations, including the echoic191

mention theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1981) and192

its variants (Kreuz and Glucksberg, 1989; Wilson193

and Sperber, 1992; Sperber and Wilson, 1998), and194

the pretense theory (Clark and Gerrig, 1984) and195

its variants (Clark, 1996). However they all fail196

to uniquely identify sarcasm, as argued by Utsumi197

(2000) and Oprea and Magdy (2020).198

Implicit Display Theory (IDT) Introduced by Ut-199

sumi (1996), the IDT focuses specifically on mak-200

ing the distinction between sarcasm and non-201

sarcasm. We invite the interested reader to consult202

(Utsumi, 2000) for an overview of how it over-203

comes the limitations of previous theories. We204

chose it as a grounding for our generation system.205

The IDT first defines the concept of an ironic en-206

vironment. We say a situation in which an utterance207

occurs is surrounded by an ironic environment if208

the discourse context includes the following compo-209

nents: (1) The speaker has expectationQ at time t0;210

(2) Q fails at time t1 > t0; and (3) The speaker has211

a negative attitude towards the failure of Q. Note212

that the idea of linking sarcasm to an expectation213

is not new to Utsumi (1996), rather it is supported214

by previous work (Kreuz and Glucksberg, 1989;215

Kumon-Nakamura et al., 1995).216

Next, according to the IDT, an utterance is sar-217

castic if and only if it implicitly displays the ironic218

environment. Implicit display is realised if the219

following linguistic devices are present in the utter-220

ance: (1) allusion to the speaker’s failed expecta-221

tion Q; (2) pragmatic insincerity, realised by inten-222

tionally violating one of the pragmatic principles,223

e.g. Grice’s maxims (Grice, 1975); and (3) implica-224

tion (indirect expression) of the speaker’s negative225

attitude towards the failure ofQ. Finally, the theory226

claims that the degree of sarcasm of an utterance227

is proportional to how many of these linguistic de-228

vices are present in the utterance. 229

4 Methodology 230

In this section we look at the methodology em- 231

ployed to address our research questions. Specifi- 232

cally, we first select a set of input utterances. Next, 233

for each input, we generate four sarcastic responses 234

of different flavours using Chandler (the generation 235

system that we suggest), and three more responses 236

using other systems. Finally, for each input, in a 237

survey, we ask human participants to rate the re- 238

sponses across several dimensions, to understand 239

their preference towards the appropriateness of sar- 240

casm, and which linguistic devices they associate 241

with sarcasm. 242

4.1 Selecting Input Texts 243

As inputs, we select texts from the corpus pub- 244

lished by Wilson and Mihalcea (2019). The corpus 245

contains short texts (extracted from tweets) where 246

users describe actions they performed. We com- 247

pute the sentiment polarity of each text using the 248

classifier from Barbieri et al. (2020), a RoBERTa 249

model (Liu et al., 2019) fine-tuned on the tweet sen- 250

timent dataset from Rosenthal et al. (2017). Next, 251

we form five partitions of 50 texts each: very nega- 252

tive and very positive, containing the top 50 texts 253

based on their negative and positive probabilities, 254

respectively; negative, containing random texts for 255

which the probability of being negative was higher 256

that the probabilities of being positive or neutral; 257

and positive and neutral, partitions that we formed 258

analogously to how we formed the negative parti- 259

tion. Our final input dataset contains 250 texts. 260

4.2 Generating Sarcastic Responses 261

The IDT directly suggests an algorithm for sarcasm 262

generation that identifies an ironic environment, 263

then creates an utterance that implicitly displays it. 264

We now discuss how we implement each step. 265

Ironic Environment As discussed in Section 4.1, 266

each input text Uin describes an action. In this sce- 267

nario, herein, we assume the expectation Q that 268

is part of the ironic environment negates that ac- 269

tion. For instance, say Uin expresses the event 270

P = [<user> wins the marathon]. We assume 271

Q = ¬P = [<user> does not win the marathon]. 272

As we shall see, the algorithm we suggest will not, 273

in fact, require us to formulate Q, but it relies on 274

the above assumption. 275
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Allusion to Q Following Utsumi (2000), we de-276

fine allusion in terms of coherence relations, sim-277

ilar to the relations of rhetorical structure theory278

(RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1987). That is, if279

Uα is an utterance that expresses proposition α, we280

say Uα alludes to the expectation Q if and only if281

there is a chain of coherence relations from α to282

Q. So, we need to first select a proposition α to283

either start or end the coherence chain, then specify284

the chain between α and Q, and formulate Uα such285

that it expresses α. We suggest defining such α as286

objects of if-then relations, where the subject is P ,287

the proposition expressed by input text Uin. That is,288

relations of the form “if P then α” should hold. To289

infer α given Uin, we use COMET (Bosselut et al.,290

2019), an adaptation framework for constructing291

commonsense knowledge. Specifically, we use the292

COMET variant fine-tuned on ATOMIC (Sap et al.,293

2019), a dataset of typed if-then relations. COMET294

inputs the subject of the relation, along with the295

relation type, and outputs the relation object. In our296

case, the subject is Uin, and we set α to the relation297

object.298

In the examples that follow, assume the input299

text is Uin =‘<user> won the marathon’. We lever-300

age four relation types: (1) xNeed: the object α of301

a relation of this type specifies an action that the302

user needed to perform before the event took place,303

e.g. “if Uin then α = [xNeed to train hard]”; (2)304

xAttr: the object α specifies how a user that would305

perform such an action is seen, e.g. “if P then306

α = [xAttr competitive]”; (3) xReact: the object307

α specifies how the user could feel as a result of308

the event, e.g. “if P then α = [xReact happy]”;309

and (4) xEffect: the object specifies a possible ef-310

fect that the action has on the user, e.g. “if P then311

α = [xEffect gets congratulated]”. In Table 1 we312

show, for each relation type, the coherence chains313

between the relation object α and the failed expec-314

tation Q. Under these conditions, to generate an315

utterance Uα that alludes to Q, we need to choose316

any Uα that expresses α.317

Pragmatic insincerity The second requirement318

for implicit display is that the utterance generated319

should include pragmatic insincerity. In this pa-320

per, we focus on violating Grice’s maxim of qual-321

ity (Grice, 1975), where we aim for the proposi-322

tional content of the generated utterance to be in-323

congruous to that of Uin (input text). To achieve324

this, we first choose an if-then relation type, then325

infer the relation object α from Uin using COMET,326

Algorithm 1: Generate sarcastic response
input: utterance Uin;
ironic environment

Let Q := ¬P be the failed expectation;

implicit display
Choose an if-then relation type τ from xNeed,

xAttr, xReact, and xEffect;
Let α = COMET(Uin, τ);

return response Uout that expresses emotion(¬α);

and construct an utterance that expresses ¬α. For 327

instance, if Uin =‘<user> won the marathon’, and 328

we have chosen the xAttr relation type, the con- 329

structed utterance could express ¬α = [<user> is 330

not competitive]. 331

Negative attitude To fulfill the last requirement 332

of implicit display, the utterance generated should 333

imply a negative attitude towards the failure of the 334

expectation Q. As pointed out by Utsumi (1996), 335

this can be achieved by embedding verbal cues 336

usually associated with such attitudes, including 337

hyperbole and interjections. 338

Logical form and explainability At this point we 339

formulate Algorithm 1 for generating a sarcastic 340

response Uout, given an input utterance Uin that ex- 341

presses proposition P . We refer to emotion(¬α) as 342

the logical form of the sarcastic response we gener- 343

ate. Here, emotion is a function that augments ¬α 344

to express a negative attitude. Note that the logical 345

form, together with the coherence chain between 346

α and the failed expectation Q, provide a complete 347

explanation for how and why sarcasm occurs. The 348

explanation is ε = (emotion(¬α), C), where is C 349

the coherence chain from α to Q. The coherence 350

chain for each relation type can be selected from Ta- 351

ble 1. This makes our sarcasm generation process 352

accountable. 353

Logical Form to Text To convert the logical form 354

to text, we rely on predefined patterns for each 355

if-then relation type. As a running example, as- 356

sume the input utterance Uin =‘<user> won the 357

marathon’ and the chosen relation type is xAttr. Say 358

α = COMET(Uin, xAttr) = [xAttr competitive]. 359

The logical form is emotion(¬[xAttr competitive]). 360

We first construct an intermediate utterance Uα us- 361

ing the rule <user> <verb> competitive, where 362

<verb> is a verb specific to each relation type. 363

In our example, Uα could be ‘<user> is competi- 364

tive’. Next, for each input Uin, we generate three 365

responses. The first response U−eout only includes 366

pragmatic insincerity, i.e. it expresses ¬[xAttr 367
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relation type example relation coherence chain

xNeed if P then α = [xNeed to train hard] volitional-cause(α, P ) and contrast(P,Q)
xAttr if P then α = [xAttr competitive] condition(α, IP ) ∧ purpose(IP , P ) ∧ contrast(P,Q)
xReact if P then α = [xReact happy] contrast(Q,P ) ∧ volitional-result(P, α)
xEffect if P then α = [xEffect gets congratulated] contrast(Q,P ) ∧ non-volitional-result(P, α)

Table 1: Coherence chains between the object α of an if-then relation and the failed expectation Q, for each
relation type, as discussed in Section 4.2. Here, P is the proposition expressed by the input text Uin. In the
examples, Uin =‘<user> won the marathon’.

competitive]. To construct it, we apply a rule-368

based algorithm to generate the negation of Uα369

in a manner similar to (Chakrabarty et al., 2020),370

discussed in Section 2. U−eout could be ‘<user> is371

not competitive’. The second response U−iout does372

not include pragmatic insincerity, but only markers373

that express an emotional attitude, i.e. it expresses374

emotion([xAttr competitive]). To achieve this, in375

a pattern-based manner, we augment Uα with hy-376

perbole and interjections, as indicated by Utsumi377

(2000). U−iout could be ‘<user> is definitely com-378

petitive, yay!’. The third response Uout includes379

both devices, i.e. it expresses emotion(¬[xAttr380

competitive]). Uout could be ‘<user> is definitely381

not competitive, yay!’. A full list of patterns is382

shown in Section A in the appendix.383

In the running example we focused on the xAttr384

relation type. Recall there are four relation types385

that we consider, xNeed, xAttr, xReact, and xEffect.386

As such, for each input text Uin, we generate 12387

responses: three response types, U−eout , U−iout , and388

Uout, for each relation type. We use the pattern389

Ch-<relation >(|−i|−e)? to refer to each response390

of our system, Chandler. For instance, Ch-xAttr391

refers to Uout built considering the xAttr relation,392

while Ch-xNeed−e refers to U−eout built considering393

the xNeed relation.394

Note that other strategies for converting the log-395

ical form of sarcasm to text are possible. For in-396

stance, using policy-based generation with external397

rewards (Mishra et al., 2019) might have lead to398

higher perceived sarcasticness of our generated re-399

sponses. However, we leave this to future work.400

Our goal is to understand user preferences towards401

when sarcasm should be used, and how sarcasm402

should be formulated.403

4.3 Measuring Users’ Preferences404

We built three surveys, labelled (a)–(c), that we405

published on the Prolific Academic2 crowdsourc-406

ing platform, one for each output type, out of U−eout ,407

2https://prolific.co

system response

DialoGPT I’m not sure if you’re being sarcastic or not.
DialoGPT+R3 I’m sure if you’re being sarcastic or not. No one has yet

been hurt.
SarcasmBot That is a very useful piece of information! LMAO

Ch-xNeed Yay! Good job not knowing how to write.
Ch-xAttr Yay! You’re not a very unintelligent person, that’s for sure.
Ch-xReact You’re not feeling very embarrassed right now, that’s for

sure. Yay!
Ch-xEffect You’re not really going to sigh in frustration right now,

that’s for sure. Brilliant!

Ch-xNeed−i You knew how to write, that’s for sure. Good job!
Ch-xAttr−i Brilliant! You’re a very unintelligent person, that’s for sure.
Ch-xReact−i You’re feeling very embarrassed right now, that’s for sure.

Brilliant!
Ch-xEffect−i You’re really going to sigh in frustration right now, that’s

for sure. Brilliant!

Ch-xNeed−e You didn’t know how to write.
Ch-xAttr−e You’re not unintelligent.
Ch-xReact−e You’re not feeling embarrassed right now.
Ch-xEffect−e You’re not going to sigh in frustration right now.

Table 2: Responses generated by all systems to the ut-
terance “I ran out of characters :drooling_face:”, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.

U−iout , and Uout. As such, in the survey correspond- 408

ing to Uout, we presented participants with the in- 409

put text Uin, along with the responses produced 410

by Chandler-xNeed, Chandler-xAttr, Chandler- 411

xReact, and Chandler-xEffect. 412

In each survey, we also enclosed a response from 413

DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), a recent dialogue 414

system that is not built to be sarcastic; a response 415

produced by SarcasmBot, the sarcastic response 416

generator of Joshi et al. (2015) ; and a response 417

produced by R3, the state-of-the-art sarcastic para- 418

phrase generator of Chakrabarty et al. (2020). Note 419

that R3 is designed to produce rephrases. As such, 420

we applied R3 to the output of DialoGPT to get a 421

sarcastic rephrase of a response to the input. Ta- 422

ble 2 shows an example input utterance, along with 423

responses from all systems. 424

All in all, each survey instance contained a spe- 425

cific input text, and seven responses generated as 426

mentioned above and presented in a random or- 427

der. In the survey, we asked participants to evaluate 428

each response across four dimensions: (1) Sarcasm: 429
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very pos pos neutral neg very neg
0

1

2

Figure 1: Mean sarcasm appropriateness score for each
sentiment category, as discussed in Section 5.1. The
error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

How sarcastic is the response? (2) Humour: How430

funny is the response? (3) Coherence: How co-431

herent is the response to the input? It is coherent432

if it sounds like sensible response that a person433

might give in a real conversation; and (4) Speci-434

ficity: How specific is the response to the input?435

It is not specific if it can be used as a response to436

many other inputs. Each dimension ranged from 0437

to 4, in line with previous work (Chakrabarty et al.,438

2020). Next, we asked participants to select their439

preferred response out of the seven, i.e. the one440

they would personally use. Finally, we asked them441

to judge, on a scale from 0 to 4, how appropriate it442

was to respond sarcastically to the shown input text.443

Each survey instance was presented to three differ-444

ent participants, but was treated as an individual445

survey when aggregating results.446

5 Results447

We now look at the responses that the participants448

provided in our survey, addressing our RQs.449

5.1 RQ1: Should a Bot be Sarcastic?450

5.1.1 When is sarcasm appropriate?451

Figure 1 shows the mean appropriateness score452

for each of the five sentiment categories. A one-453

way ANOVA test between the means yielded a454

p-value ≈ 0.001. We therefore proceeded with455

Tukey’s range test (Tukey, 1949), to find the means456

that are significantly different from one another.457

We noticed that sarcasm was considered signifi-458

cantly more appropriate by survey participants in459

responses to positive inputs, compared to very pos-460

itive, and very negative inputs, respectively. This461

supports our statement from Section 2: the assump-462

tion of previous state-of-the-art generators that sar-463

casm should only be generated for negative inputs464

is problematic. However, even for the positive class,465

the mean appropriateness is less than 2. This makes466

it difficult to recommend responding sarcastically467

based on sentiment only.468

To gain more insight, we proceeded with a quali-469

tative inspection of the inputs that yielded the high-470

text approp.
I was a single mom with a sick child 0
I had a wonderful day thanks to my husband 0
I had such a great time with my family at my little prima’s quince 1

Table 3: Example inputs with low sarcasm appropriate-
ness (approp.) score.

0 1 2 3 4
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0 1 2 3 4

sarcasm humour

specificity coherence

Figure 2: Distribution of the sarcasm, humour, speci-
ficity, and coherence scores of the preferred response;
across all survey instances (continuous blue line) and
across instances with a high sarcasm appropriateness
(dashed red line), as discussed in Section 5.1.2.

est and lowest appropriateness scores, respectively. 471

We noticed a few main themes, that we labelled 472

joke, family, school, leisure and death. We then 473

asked two humans to label all inputs across these 474

dimensions. A third human resolved all disagree- 475

ments. Finally, we computed the Pearson corre- 476

lation coefficient of each theme with the sarcasm 477

appropriateness score, across all inputs. We no- 478

ticed a significant (p < 0.05) positive correlation 479

between appropriateness and the category joke, and 480

significant negative correlation with belonging to 481

the family theme. We show some examples of the 482

theme family with low appropriateness scores in 483

Table 3. 484

Thus, according to our analysis, sarcasm seems 485

to be most appropriate for positive inputs, and for 486

humorous inputs, which may invite more sarcastic 487

responses. In other situations, however, sarcasm 488

might be interpreted as inappropriate and even of- 489

fensive (Meaney et al., 2021). 490

5.1.2 When is sarcasm preferred? 491

We first consider the overall preference towards 492

either sarcasm or non-sarcasm. Recall that partic- 493

ipants also specified their preferred response for 494

each input. The distribution of the sarcasm, hu- 495

mour, specificity, and coherence scores of this pre- 496

ferred response, across all survey instances, is illus- 497

trated in Figure 2 with a blue, continuous, line. The 498

red, dashed, line illustrates the distribution across 499
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the 80 survey instances where the sarcasm appro-500

priateness score of the input was higher than the501

midpoint, i.e. at least 3.502

We notice considerably higher preference to-503

wards non-sarcastic and non-humorous responses.504

As indicated by the blue lines, over 50% of the505

preferred responses were those considered non-506

sarcastic and non-humorous by participants, the507

rest of the distribution being highly skewed towards508

the lower sarcasm and humour regions. Further-509

more, note that even when sarcasm was considered510

highly appropriate, participants still preferred non-511

sarcastic responses, as indicated by the red, dashed,512

line in the top-left of Figure 2. Although there is513

a shift in the distribution towards sarcasm in this514

case, the skew is still towards the non-sarcastic re-515

gion. Looking at the bottom row of Figure 2, on516

the other hand, we notice a negative skew, indicat-517

ing an overall preference towards higher coherence.518

This is slightly the case for specificity as well.519

To investigate further, we fit a logistic regres-520

sion model to predict whether a response is pre-521

ferred based on its sarcasm, humour, specificity,522

coherence scores, and two-way interactions be-523

tween these variables. All coefficients are listed524

in Appendix B. We noticed noticed a significant525

(p < 0.05) positive relationship between coherence526

and preference, as well as the interaction between527

sarcasm and humour. The term representing the528

product of sarcasm and specificity had a significant529

negative effect on preference. In terms of the spe-530

cific systems, we notice DialoGPT was preferred531

about 44% of the time, followed by Ch-xAttr−i532

(20%), and SarcasmBot (15%), which corresponds533

exactly to the coherence ranking in Table 4.534

Our results indicate that responses with high co-535

herence to the inputs are generally preferred over536

sarcastic responses. Sarcasm is only preferred537

when it is also considered humorous. On the other538

hand, participants seem to have actively avoided539

sarcastic responses that were very specific.540

5.2 RQ2: How Should a Bot Formulate541

Sarcasm542

5.2.1 Linguistic Devices543

In Table 4 we show mean sarcasm, humour, speci-544

ficity, and coherence scores provided by partici-545

pants for each variant of Chandler, across all inputs.546

In the table, there are four groups (1–4) and three547

systems within each group (a–c). Rows with in-548

dex (a) show scores for the complete versions of549

System sarc. hum. coh. spec.
DialoGPT 0.6 0.3 2.3 2.0
DialoGPT+R3 0.8 0.3 0.9 1.3
SarcasmBot 2.5 0.8 1.4 0.9

1
a. Ch-xNeed 1.9 0.6 1.3 1.6

b. Ch-xNeed−i 1.5∗ 0.5 1.7∗ 1.9∗

c. Ch-xNeed−e 1.0∗ 0.4∗ 1.5 1.7

2
a. Ch-xAttr 2.1 0.6 1.3 1.4

b. Ch-xAttr−i 1.6∗ 0.6 1.8∗ 1.7∗

c. Ch-xAttr−e 1.1∗ 0.4∗ 1.3 1.2

3
a. Ch-xReact 1.7 0.4 1.0 1.0

b. Ch-xReact−i 1.4∗ 0.4 1.3∗ 1.3∗

c. Ch-xReact−e 0.8∗ 0.3∗ 1.0 1.0

4
a. Ch-xEffect 1.6 0.5 1.1 1.3

b. Ch-xEffect−i 1.4 0.5 1.4∗ 1.6∗

c. Ch-xEffect−e 1.1∗ 0.4 1.3 1.4

Table 4: Means of the sarcasm, humour, specificity,
and coherence scores provided by participants, for each
variant of Chandler (Ch). “*” indicates statistically sig-
nificant difference from row (a) within the same num-
bered group (t-tests with Bonferroni correction, p <
0.001).

Chandler, for each if-then relation type. Rows (b) 550

and (c) show partial versions, omitting pragmatic 551

insincerity and emotional markers, respectively. 552

Allusion We have four strategies for alluding to 553

the failed expectation, depending on the relation 554

type considered. We notice the highest sarcasm 555

score is achieved by Ch-xAttr (row 2a), followed 556

by Ch-xNeed (row 1a), Ch-xReact (row 3a) and 557

Ch-xEffect (row 4a). The same ranking holds for 558

variants of Chandler that do not include pragmatic 559

insincerity or emotional markers. Out of the allu- 560

sion strategies selected, the responses perceived as 561

most sarcastic are those that mention attributes of 562

the user. Similarly, we notice that variants of Chan- 563

dler that use the xAttr relation are also perceived 564

and the most coherent, specific to the input, and 565

achieve the highest humour score. 566

Pragmatic Insincerity Comparing the complete 567

version, Ch-xAttr (row 2a), with Ch-xAttr−i (row 568

2b), the same model without pragmatic insincer- 569

ity, we notice a significant drop in average sarcasm 570

score. We observe a similar trend in group 3 for 571

Ch-xReact−i, indicating the importance of prag- 572

matic insincerity. However, this did not hold for the 573

other two relation types. Additionally, both speci- 574

ficity and coherence seem to significantly increase 575

when removing pragmatic insincerity, irrespective 576

of the relation type considered. 577

Emotional Markers Comparing complete ver- 578

sions of Chandler with those that omit emotional 579

markers, we notice that the omission of such mark- 580

ers leads to significantly lower perceived sarcasm 581

for all relation types. Humour is also significantly 582
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0
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Ch-xNeed
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Figure 3: Normalized number of times each system
was preferred for instances were the participant pre-
ferred a response that they also considered sarcastic.

impacted by the omission of emotional markers for583

all relation types considered except for xEffect (row584

4). Oh the other hand, coherence and specificity585

are not significantly influenced.586

To sum up, the degree of perceived sarcasm is587

influenced by all linguistic devices considered. Out588

of the if-then relation types we consider, mention-589

ing attributes of the user seems to lead to the high-590

est perceived sarcasm, humour, specificity and co-591

herence. Being insincere about the state of affairs592

leads to significantly higher perceived sarcasm, but593

significantly lower specificity and coherence. Emo-594

tional markers increase sarcasm and humour per-595

ception, but do not significantly impact specificity596

or coherence. Finally, recall that a main claim of597

IDT was that the degree of sarcasticness of an ut-598

terance grows with the number of implicit display599

conditions met. Our results support this claim.600

5.2.2 Preferred Flavour601

While we established that participants typically pre-602

ferred non-sarcatic responses, we next set out to603

find what sarcasm people preferred in our experi-604

ments when they did prefer sarcasm. To do this, we605

consider the set of survey instances that showed the606

complete versions of Chandler, where the sarcasm607

score given by the participant to their preferred re-608

sponse was at least 3, leaving us with 107 (around609

14%) of the 750 survey instances. We divide these610

instances into five categories, based on input sen-611

timent. Within each category, for each generation612

system, we count the number of times that a re-613

sponse produced by that system was preferred. Fig-614

ure 3 shows the normalised counts across all sys-615

tems, for each sentiment category.616

We observe that, for positive inputs, where sar-617

casm was considered significantly more appropri-618

ate than other sentiment categories, people prefer619

responses produced by Ch-xNeed. Interestingly,620

however, we observe that people prefer the fairly621

nonspecific, pattern-based sarcastic remarks pro-622

duced by SarcasmBot for most types of input text.623

However, when analysing its outputs, we noticed it624

produced a total of only 28 unique responses (listed 625

in Appendix C) to our 250 inputs. While in our 626

experiments each response was only shown at most 627

three times, in a real scenario of a user interact- 628

ing with a conversational agent, the user might not 629

appreciate repeatedly receiving the same response. 630

6 Recommendations 631

We recommend that future work on sarcasm gen- 632

eration should account for the four main findings: 633

(1) People think sarcasm is inappropriate as a re- 634

sponse to most inputs. However, if it is to be used, 635

it is seen as most appropriate when the input is 636

positive, but not extremely positive. People also 637

found sarcasm to be a suitable response to jokes. 638

(2) Even when deemed appropriate, people usually 639

do not prefer sarcasm. Rather, coherence is the 640

most important factor in explaining their response 641

preferences. When people do prefer sarcasm, they 642

like it mainly when it is also seen funny. Further, 643

they generally dislike sarcasm that is very specific. 644

(3) When generating sarcasm, pragmatic insincerity 645

and emotional markers are important to include as 646

they have a high influence of sarcasm perception. 647

(4) Overall, people commonly prefer the simple 648

general sarcastic responses of SarcasmBot, even 649

compared to more sophisticated generation models, 650

which suggests that presently, a simpler solution to 651

sarcasm generation may actually be advantageous. 652

Nevertheless, more investigation is required to ex- 653

amine if it will be desirable in long conversations, 654

since it has limited diversity in outputs. 655

7 Conclusion 656

We have presented a linguistically informed frame- 657

work for sarcasm generation so that we could 658

present human judges with a variety of flavors of 659

sarcastic responses in a range of situations. Our 660

findings suggest that sarcasm should not always 661

be generated, but the decision to generate sarcasm 662

itself should informed by user preferences. Peo- 663

ple find sarcasm most appropriate as a response 664

to positive utterances and cases in which a joking 665

environment has already been established. Further, 666

judges preferred sarcasm most when they actually 667

found it to be funny, and most often preferred gen- 668

eral sarcastic responses. However, people often 669

preferred non-sarcastic responses even more. We 670

recommend that future work in this area carefully 671

considers both the appropriateness and necessity of 672

generating sarcasm at all. 673
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8 Ethical Considerations674

In our experiments, we noticed that some of the in-675

put tweets contained references to sensitive topics,676

such as religion and gender, or to tragic life events677

(e.g. death). Producing sarcasm for such inputs678

might be inappropriate and offensive to some (as679

our experiments confirmed). We clearly informed680

our survey participants about this possibility in the681

Participant Information Sheet, before accessing our682

survey. The sheet is enclosed in Appendix D.683
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A Logical Form to Text Patterns 855

In this section we show the patterns used by Chan- 856

dler to convert the logical form of sarcasm to text, 857

as discussed in Section 4.2 of the main paper. We 858

show patterns for each if-then relation type, xNeed, 859

xAttr, xReact, and xEffect. 860

In the patterns below, <inten> is an intensifier, 861

<suff_inten> is an intensifier added at the end of 862

a phrase, <pos> is a positive emotion word, and 863

<interj> an interjection. Inspired by (Utsumi, 2000) 864

and (Joshi et al., 2015), each of these were ran- 865

domly chosen from the following sets: 866

• <inten> : [very] 867

• <suff_inten> : [for sure] 868

• <pos> : [Good job, Well done] 869

• <intrj> : [Yay!, Brilliant!] 870

<obt> below is the object of the corresponding if- 871

then relation object, as provided by COMET when 872

taking in the input tweet. 873

A.1 Patterns for the Complete Version of 874

Chandler 875

xNeed patterns: 876

• You didn’t <obt> , that’s <suff_inten> . <pos> 877

! 878

xAttr patterns: 879
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• <interj> You’re not <inten> <obt> , that’s880

<suff_inten> .881

• <interj> <pos> not being <obt> .882

• <interj> You’re not a very <obt> person that’s883

<suff_inten> ."884

xReact patterns:885

• You’re not feeling <inten> <obt> right now,886

that’s <suff_inten> . <interj>887

xEffect patterns:888

• You’re not <inten> going to obt_inf right now,889

that’s <suff_inten> . <interj>890

A.2 Patterns for Chandler without891

Pragmatic Insincerity892

xNeed patterns:893

• You <obt> , that’s <suff_inten> . <pos> !894

xAttr patterns:895

• <interj> You’re <inten> <obt> , that’s896

<suff_inten> .897

• <interj> <pos> being <obt> .898

• <interj> You’re a very <obt> person that’s899

<suff_inten> ."900

xReact patterns:901

• You’re feeling <inten> <obt> right now, that’s902

<suff_inten> . <interj>903

xEffect patterns:904

• You’re <inten> going to obt_inf right now,905

that’s <suff_inten> . <interj>906

A.3 Patterns for Chandler without907

Emotional Markers908

xNeed patterns:909

• You didn’t <obt>.910

xAttr patterns:911

• You’re not <obt>.912

• You’re not a <obt> person.913

xReact patterns:914

• You’re not feeling <obt> right now.915

xEffect patterns:916

• You’re not going to obt_inf right now.917

B Logistic Regression Coefficients918

In Table 5 we present the full model parameters919

for the logistic regression experiment from section920

5.1.2.921

C SarcasmBot Outputs922

We noticed SarcasmBot produced a total of only923

28 unique responses to our set of 250 inputs, as924

discussed in Section 5.2.2 of the main paper.925

• Unbelievable that you just said ’sucky’! You 926

are really very classy! 927

• Awesome! 928

• Brilliant! 929

• Let’s party! 930

• Oh you poor thing! 931

• You owe me a drink for that awesome piece 932

of news! 933

• Wow, you said ’sucks’, didn’t you? Your mom 934

will be really proud of you! 935

• Wow, you said ’suck’, didn’t you? Your mom 936

will be really proud of you! 937

• I’d feel terrible if I were you! 938

• You are such a simple person! 939

• Aww!! That’s so adorable! 940

• That deserves an applause. 941

• I am so sorry for you! 942

• Yay! Yawn! 943

• How exciting! Yawn! 944

• How exciting! *rolls eyes* 945

• Wow! *rolls eyes* 946

• Yay! *rolls eyes* 947

• Yay! LMAO 948

• Wow! Yawn! 949

• How exciting! LMAO 950

• Wow! LMAO 951

• That is a very useful piece of information! 952

*rolls eyes* 953

• That is a very useful piece of information! 954

LMAO 955

• That is a very useful piece of information! 956

Yawn! 957

• Unbelievable that you just said ’sobbing’! You 958

are really very classy! 959

• Unbelievable that you just said ’sucks’! You 960

are really very classy! 961

• Unbelievable that you just said ’bloody’! You 962

are really very classy! 963

D Participant Information Sheet 964

D.1 What will I do? 965

Imagine someone (we’ll call them PersonX), makes 966

a statement. You will be shown a few responses 967

to that statement. The responses were generated 968

by chatbots (computer programs). Some sentences 969

talk about sensitive topics, such as tragic life events. 970

Responses to such sentences could be potentially 971

inappropriate, or even offensive or harmful. Un- 972

fortunately, chatbots do not understand whether or 973

not a topic is sensitive for a human. Please be fully 974

aware of this when accepting to take part in our 975
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coef std err z P > |z| [0.025 0.975]
const -3.1228 0.140 -22.369 0.000 -3.396 -2.849
sarcasm -0.1328 0.070 -1.897 0.058 -0.270 0.004
humour 0.0608 0.133 0.457 0.647 -0.200 0.321
specificity 0.1338 0.087 1.542 0.123 -0.036 0.304
coherence 0.8261 0.072 11.508 0.000 0.685 0.967
sarcasm*humour 0.1178 0.031 3.861 0.000 0.058 0.178
sarcasm*specificity -0.0620 0.031 -1.990 0.047 -0.123 -0.001
sarcasm*coherence -0.0624 0.032 -1.961 0.050 -0.125 -2.61e-05
humour*specificity 0.0100 0.044 0.225 0.822 -0.077 0.097
humour*coherence -0.0487 0.047 -1.038 0.299 -0.141 0.043
specificity*coherence 0.0073 0.026 0.281 0.779 -0.044 0.058

Table 5: Detailed results of logistic regression described in section 5.1.2.

study.976

For each response, you will be asked:977

1. How sarcastic you find the response? (0 - not978

sarcastic, 3 - very sarcastic)979

2. How funny you find the response? (0 - not980

funny, 3 - very funny)981

3. How specific is the response to PersonX’s982

statement? The response is specific if it men-983

tions details that show a good understanding984

of PersonX’s statement and its implications.985

Otherwise it’s general. (0 - very general, 3 -986

very specific).987

4. How coherent is the response to PersonX’s988

statement? The response is coherent if it989

makes sense as a response. That is, it’s a clear990

and sensible response that someone might ac-991

tually give. It does not matter if it’s specific or992

general. (0 - not coherent, 3 - very coherent).993

Let’s take a quick example. In this example,994

imagine that PersonX’s statement is "I went to the995

grocery store". Here are some responses about this996

statement.997

About being specific:998

• "That’s great." - Very general response. You999

can say this as a response to pretty much any-1000

thing.1001

• "Nice to hear you are enjoying this sunny1002

day." - General response. It does provides1003

some details about the day (that it’s sunny).1004

However, those details are not uniquely re-1005

lated to PersonX’s statement.1006

• "You must be tired." - More specific response.1007

It shows an understanding that going some-1008

where (anywhere at all) may cause tiredness.1009

• "You probably bought a lot of vegetables." - 1010

Specific response. It shows an understanding 1011

of what a grocery store is. That is, a place 1012

where you can probably buy vegetables. 1013

• "You must have been quite hungry for car- 1014

rots." - Very specific response. It shows an un- 1015

derstanding of what a grocery store is, about 1016

what carrots are, and about the link between 1017

carrots and the store (mainly, that carrots are 1018

sold there). 1019

About being coherent: 1020

• "I’m cold." - Not coherent. It has nothing to 1021

do with PersonX’s statement 1022

• "I went to the grocery store". It’s not a suitable 1023

response that someone would normally give. 1024

• "I had such a wonderful dream last night, there 1025

were a lot of awesome cars painted blue." - 1026

Not coherent. It does not make sense as a 1027

response to PersonX’s statement. 1028

• "I sometimes dream about eating carrots." 1029

- More coherent response. Someone might 1030

sometimes say this as a response, although 1031

it’s not a common response. 1032

• "OK thanks." - Very coherent. One might 1033

actually say this as a response. Notice it’s not 1034

specific to PersonX’s statement. You can say 1035

it as a response to many other statements. Still, 1036

it’s coherent to PersonX’s statement. Thanks 1037

a lot for getting me those carrots, I’ll pay you 1038

back next week. - Very coherent and very 1039

specific to PersonX’s statement. 1040

D.2 Participant Information Sheet and 1041

Consent Form 1042

• Principal investigator: 〈our PI’s name〉 1043
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• Researcher collecting data: 〈researcher’s1044

name〉1045

• Funder (if applicable): 〈funding bodies〉1046

This study is in the process of being certified1047

according to the 〈details about the ethics committee1048

of our institution 〉. Please take time to read the1049

following information carefully. You should keep1050

this page for your records.1051

D.3 Who are the researchers?1052

We are the 〈name of our group〉group, a research1053

group that brings together a range of researchers1054

from 〈our institution〉in order to build on our ex-1055

isting strengths in social media research. This re-1056

search group focuses on mining structures and be-1057

haviours in social networks. The principal investi-1058

gator is 〈our PI’s name〉.1059

D.4 What is the purpose of the study?1060

This study aims to understand what linguistic style1061

people associate with sarcasm.1062

D.5 Why have I been asked to take part?1063

We target everyone registered as living in 〈coun-1064

try〉on the Prolific Academic platform.1065

D.6 Do I have to take part?1066

No—participation in this study is entirely up to1067

you. You can withdraw from the study at any time,1068

without giving a reason. Your rights will not be1069

affected. If you wish to withdraw, contact the PI.1070

We will stop using your data in any publications or1071

presentations submitted after you have withdrawn1072

consent. However, we will keep copies of your1073

original consent, and of your withdrawal request.1074

D.7 What will happen if I decide to take1075

part?1076

You will be asked to fill in a survey. The flow of1077

the survey is the following:1078

• You will be shown a short text (originating1079

from a tweet) and asked whether it is, in your1080

view, appropriate to respond sarcastically to1081

that text.1082

• If you say “no”, you will be shown another1083

text. The process will repeat until you say1084

“yes” or 10 texts have been shown.1085

• If you say “yes”:1086

– You will be shown 7 responses to the text 1087

that you selected; 1088

– For each response, you will be asked to 1089

specify, on a scale from 1 to 5: (a) How 1090

sarcastic it is; (b) How funny it is; (c) 1091

How coherent it is to the original text; It 1092

is coherent if it sounds like a reasonable 1093

response that a person might give. (d) 1094

How specific it is to the original text; It 1095

is specific if it mentions details about 1096

the original text, or its implications, that 1097

make this response not appropriate as a 1098

response to many other texts. 1099

We estimate it will take around 3 minutes to com- 1100

plete the survey. 1101

D.8 Compensation 1102

You will be paid £0.38 for your participation in this 1103

study. 1104

D.9 Are there any risks associated with 1105

taking part? 1106

Please note: some of the texts that you will see 1107

include content that you might consider sensitive, 1108

or might trigger unwanted memories. For instance, 1109

they might mention losing a family member, los- 1110

ing friends, break-ups, failure in exams, or health 1111

issues. 1112

D.10 Are there any benefits associated with 1113

taking part? 1114

Financial compensation of £0.38. 1115

D.11 What will happen to the results of this 1116

study? 1117

The results of this study may be summarised in pub- 1118

lished articles, reports and presentations. Quotes or 1119

key findings will be anonymized: We will remove 1120

any information that could, in our assessment, al- 1121

low anyone to identify you. With your consent, 1122

information can also be used for future research. 1123

Your data may be archived for a minimum of 2 1124

years. 1125

D.12 Data protection and confidentiality 1126

Your data will be processed in accordance with 1127

Data Protection Law. Throughout your entire inter- 1128

action with us, the only information collected about 1129

you specifically is your Prolific Academic identifi- 1130

cation number. This data will only be viewed by the 1131

team members of the 〈our group〉group, listed here: 1132
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〈our group’s website〉. All other data, including1133

the responses you provide, and the amount of time1134

you took to fill in the survey, will be made public1135

on the internet as part of Open Science, available1136

to be indexed by search engines. The Open Sci-1137

ence initiative is described here: https://en.1138

wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science.1139

D.13 What are my data protection rights?1140

〈our institution〉is a Data Controller for the infor-1141

mation you provide. You have the right to access1142

information held about you. Your right of access1143

can be exercised in accordance Data Protection1144

Law. You also have other rights including rights1145

of correction, erasure and objection. However, we1146

will have no control for the data that will be made1147

public, as specific in the previous section. For1148

more details, including the right to lodge a com-1149

plaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office,1150

please visit 〈website of the datathe Information1151

Commissioner’s office〉. Questions, comments and1152

requests about your personal data can also be sent1153

to 〈the data protection officer at our institution〉.1154

For general information about how we use your1155

data, go to: 〈website with information on research1156

privacy at our institution〉.1157

D.14 Who can I contact?1158

If you have any further questions about the1159

study, please contact the lead researcher, 〈lead re-1160

searcher’s name and email address〉. If you wish to1161

make a complaint about the study, please contact1162

〈email address of the ethics committee at our insti-1163

tution〉. When you contact us, please provide the1164

study title and detail the nature of your complaint.1165

D.15 Updated information1166

If the research project changes in any way, an1167

updated Participant Information Sheet will be1168

made available on 〈website where updates are pub-1169

lished〉.1170

D.16 Consent1171

By proceeding with the study, you agree to all of1172

the following statements:1173

• I have read and understood the above informa-1174

tion.1175

• I understand that my participation is voluntary,1176

and I can withdraw at any time.1177

• I consent to my anonymised data being used 1178

in academic publications and presentations, as 1179

well as published publicly on the internet, as 1180

part of Open Science. 1181

• I am aware that I will see potentially offensive, 1182

harmful, or hurtful content. 1183

• I allow my data to be used in future ethically 1184

approved research. 1185
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